Abstract. A measure of dependence called pseudo-covariance and related to covariance was proposed by Pawlas and Szynal [4] . It was used, among other things, in a characterization of a power distribution. Here we generalized that result.
Introduction
Krajka and Szynal [3] introduced the concept of Q-covariance for random variables X and Y to investigate their dependence when the classic and F -covariance fail (cf. Drouet-Mari and Kotz [2] ). Next, a new measure of dependence called pseudo-covariance and related to covariance was proposed by Pawlas and Szynal [4] . It may be applied as a measure of dependence of uncorrelated random variables and used in characterizations of continuous distributions. Definition 1. Let pX, Y q be a pair of random variables with continuous distribution functions. By pseudo-covariance of pX, Y q (Cov pP Dq pX, Y q), we mean the quantity
{2 whenever the RHS is finite, where yppq is the quantile function of Y, p P p0, 1q.
1.1. The characterization of a power distribution based on order statistics. Let X 1 , . . . , X n be i.i.d. random variables from power distribution on p0, 1q and let X 1:n ≤ X 2:n ≤¨¨¨≤ X n:n denote order statistics. We
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show for simplicity of evaluation that for the power distribution on p0, 1q with the cumulative distribution function
n q, where X o i:n " X i:n´E X i:n . It is known (cf. [1] ) that for the power distribution with cumulative distribution function F pxq " x 1{m , for x P p0, 1q, m P N,
Now, we note that by the definition of pseudo-covariance (1)
where y o ppq " yppq´EX j:n and yppq is the quantile of order p of X j:n . Taking into account the formula
we get
The conditional density function of X i:n , given that X j:n " y, is given by
Hence, for i ă j
Moreover,
Therefore,
pEpX i:n |X j:n " yppqq´EpX i:n2 dp
EpX j:n q¸2 dp
ff .
Thus,
Γpn`1qq 2 Γpm`iqΓpm`jq pΓpm`n`1qq 2 ΓpiqΓpjq " CovpX i:n , X j:n q.
The same statement holds true when we put in p2q a ą 0 instead of 1{m. Now, we are able to prove a stronger result.
Theorem. Let pX 1 , . . . , X n q be a sample from an absolutely continuous distribution function F on p0, 1q and X 1:n , X 2:n , . . . , X n:n stand for order statistics. Then
CovpX i:n , X j:n q " Cov pQq pX i:n , X j:n q " Cov pP Dq pX o i:n , X o j:n q (6) if and only if Xhas a power distribution.
Proof. Assume that X has a power distribution on p0, 1q. Then it was shown that (6) holds true. Now, suppose that the equality (6) is satisfied for X having an absolutely continuous distribution on p0, 1q with a density function f. Consider first the case when j " i`1. We know that |Cov pQq pX i:n , X i`1:n q| " |Cov pQq pX
where y o ppq " yppq´EX i`1:n . But equality in the above Schwarz inequality holds iff cy o ppq " EpX i:n |X i`1:n " yppqq´EX i:n or (7) cpyppq´EX i`1:n q " EpX i:n |X i`1:n " yppqq´EX i:n for some constant c P R. Taking into account that
Therefore, (7) takes the form
Differentiating the above equality with respect to p, we obtain
Hence, we get
which leads us to c ż F i pyppqqy 1 ppq ş yppq 0 F i pxqdx dp " i ż f pyppqqy 1 ppq F pyppqq dp.
Hence, we have
for all p P p0, 1q. Letting in (9) yppq :" y, p P p0, 1q, we have
Solving this differential equation, we get
But by the assumptions F p0q " 0 and F p1q " 1, we see that B " 0 and A " 1´c. Hence F pyq " y c ip1´cq , for y P p0, 1q and c P p0, 1q.
The above argueing for j " i`1, we can repeat for j ą i`1. Then we conclude that the equality in |Cov pQq pX i:n , X j:n q| " |Cov pQq pX One can see that the above equality holds true for F pxq " x a , for x P p0, 1q, a ą 0, with c " 
